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Intellectual Property Owners Education Foundation presented the 36th Annual 
National Inventor of the Year Award to James Baughman; David Cook, 

Ph.D.; Keith Kowalsky; and Daniel Marantz on May 28, 2009, in a ceremony 
at the Smithsonian National Museum of American History. Th e inventors were 
recognized for their development of the Plasma Transferred Wire Arc (PTWA) 
Th ermal Spray Apparatus and Method, which applies a coating of molten metal 
to the interior of aluminum engine bores. Th e PTWA method improves fuel 
consumption by reducing engine and overall vehicle weight and provides a lower 
cost, lower weight alternative to cast iron engine liners. By applying a wear resistant 
coating, the PTWA method can improve part life. It reduces internal friction losses 
and bore distortion and improves heat transfer, improving engine effi  ciency. Ford 
Motor Company owns 95 issued patents and pending patent applications related 
to the new PTWA coating technology, which will be introduced on its North 
American powertrain lineup within the next year.

James Baughman is retired from Ford Motor Company, where he led the thermal 
spray research group. David Cook was a member of the Ford team when the spray 
device was initially developed; he is now with Flame-Spray Industries, Inc., as 
are Keith Kowalsky and Daniel Marantz. “Flame-Spray Industries and Ford have 
enjoyed a close working relationship that has facilitated the successful development 
of the PTWA technology,” said Dr. Cook. Dr. Gerhard Schmidt, vice president 
of Ford Research and Advanced Engineering, concurred: “Without the intense 
cooperation between Ford and our suppliers, this technology would have never made 
it to production. Th is award is a great honor and recognizes the tireless eff ort of all 
involved to deliver on key elements of Ford’s sustainability plan,” he said.

Intellectual Property Owners Education Foundation, a non-profi t subsidiary 
of Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO), was established in 2005 to 
educate the public on the importance of intellectual property rights to the national 
and global economies. Th e National Inventor of the Year Award fosters the spirit 
of American innovation and highlights the protection off ered to inventors by the 
patent system. Th e award is the best known honor for recent American inventors, 
having gone previously to those responsible for the development of the Jarvik Seven 

Continued on page 11
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Is there a day that goes by here in Michigan when we don’t think about the 
economy?  Are there any IP section members who can honestly say that they 
haven’t had to make some adjustment or don’t know someone who has been 
impacted by this turn of economic events?

With full knowledge of this uncertain economic outlook, some of us will attend 
the 35th Annual Intellectual Property Law Summer Institute held in Traverse City, 
Michigan.  Th e IP Law Institute is sponsored by your IP Law Section of the State 
Bar of Michigan in conjunction with ICLE.  Th is is part of our mission to provide 
and promote the practice of IP law here in Michigan.  Anniversary years like 
the present one are a good time to take stock of where we have been with an eye 
toward where we are headed.

Th irty-fi ve years ago, before ICLE was even founded, the Patent, Trademark 
and Copyright Law Section chaired by Ernie Giff ord organized the very fi rst 
Summer Institute on Mackinac Island.  Th e infl ation rate in 1974 was almost 12%.  
In 1974, unemployment and job loss numbers reached highs that would not be 
seen again – until now.

Th ere was much discussion about what caused the economic downturn in 1974 and 
there is much debate on the present economic slump—and how to fi x it.  One thing is 
certain, innovation continued in 1974 and it continues now in 2009.  Innovation leads 
to growth and growth contributes to recovery – then and now.  As IP practitioners, we 
are the people who catch that fl eeting thing called innovation and form it into a tool 
that can be used by industry, by business and by society at large.

IP attorneys are accorded a unique view of these economic cycles.  We also 
have critical contributions to make to any period of economic recovery.  No 
modern industry can fl ourish without an understanding of its intellectual 
capital.  Intellectual property is one of the fundamental tools for growth and for 
the common good.  We knew this when those 80 people convened for the fi rst 
Summer Institute in 1974 and are guided by this knowledge today. 

As we weather the economic challenges of 2009, let us not forget that we enjoy 
a wealth of technical and of IP legal talent here in Michigan.  Let us do our best to 
provide and foster IP excellence.  If we succeed in that task, recovery and renewed 
prosperity are inevitable. "

View from the Chair 
What Goes Around Comes Around

By Denise Glassmeyer
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Commercial Success Before the Board

By Anna M. Budde

Continued on next page

A survey of Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences 
(“Board”) decisions during the two years since the KSR Inter-
national v. Telefl ex Inc.1 decision reveals that appellants have 
been spectacularly unsuccessful in establishing nonobvious-
ness through evidence2 of commercial success. Out of sixty-
four appeals3 during this two-year period4 that argued for 
commercial success, only one appellant succeeded in getting 
an obviousness rejection reversed on the basis of a showing 
of commercial success of the claimed invention that dem-
onstrated the invention was patentable. Th e 1.6% chance of 
winning is better odds than come with a Powerball® ticket, 
but certainly slim. 

In KSR, the Supreme Court rejected a “rigid approach” to 
determining obviousness that it believed the Federal Circuit 
used to apply the teaching-suggestion-motivation (TSM) 
test.5 Th e Court instead endorsed “an expansive and fl exible 
approach” using a “broad inquiry” including “any second-
ary considerations that would prove instructive,”6 citing the 
Court’s Graham v. John Deere Co7 decision, which described 
secondary considerations, such as commercial success, as fac-
tors bearing on patentability.8 However, the Board’s rigid in-
terpretation of Federal Circuit precedent in deciding whether 
commercial success evidence demonstrates patentability 
poorly serves the Court’s mandated “expansive and fl exible 
approach” for determining obviousness. Th e all-but-impossi-
ble standard used in certain of the surveyed decisions resulted 
in palpably unjust outcomes. As the Court remarked, the 
“[h]elpful insights” of a test for identifying obviousness “need 
not become rigid and mandatory formulas; and when it is so 
applied, the [rigid] test is incompatible with our precedents. 
Th e obviousness analysis cannot be confi ned by a formalistic 
conception . . . .”9 

Th e appellant of Ex parte Albritton10 was the lone win-
ner on the issue of commercial success in the surveyed cases. 
Contrasting the Board’s interpretation under Federal Cir-
cuit precedent of the Albritton evidence with treatment of 
evidence, weak and strong, in the remaining cases elucidates 
how the Board’s criteria might be modifi ed—and why it 
should be modifi ed—to better support an “expansive and 
fl exible approach” for determining obviousness.

Commercial success is pertinent to patentability when 
the claimed invention has been a commercial success and 
when that success is attributable to the claimed invention 
itself rather than to other factors such as advertising, superior 
workmanship, and so on that are unrelated to claim fea-
tures.11 In theory, if the market chose to purchase the claimed 

product because of its benefi ts over prior art products, the 
market by this action endorsed the merits of the claimed 
product. Evidence demonstrates such an endorsement when 
the portion of the market purchasing the claimed product is 
signifi cant enough to support this inference of endorsement 
and the purchasers chose the claimed invention because of a 
feature that was not available in the prior art. 

Th is article examines in particular how the Board in these 
cases decided the fi rst part of the test, whether the claimed 
invention had been a commercial success per se (the second 
part being whether the success is attributable to its features 
as claimed). In brief, Federal Circuit precedent fi nds that 
evidence of gross sales or units sold will not suffi  ce to show 
commercial success12 without showing market share,13 sales 
captured from competitive, prior art products,14 what sales 
could normally have been expected in that market for the 
time period,15 growth of market share,16 or other such con-
textual data that puts the raw sales numbers in perspective 
to judge whether they constitute a success. In practice, the 
Board decided nearly all of the surveyed cases on the basis 
of whether a substantial market share had been shown, most 
often because the appellants failed to provide any other data 
(or even market share data) that would put their sales num-
bers in perspective. However, when it was off ered, the Board 
usually rejected other data or evidence that could better have 
served under the circumstances to put the sales numbers into 
perspective.

An evaluation of the evidence of commercial success 
provides “helpful insights” on nonobviousness if it measures 
what happened for the claimed invention against what could 
have been expected for an obvious variant of the prior art. And 
what could have been expected will, in turn, depend on the 
particular circumstances. First, not all sellers stand on equal 
footing. A company already established and known to a mar-
ket will reasonably be able to reach more purchasers than will 
an entrepreneur not in the market (maybe not in any market) 
who lacks name recognition, manufacturing capacity, sup-
plier connections, a sales network, and possibly any substantial 
fi nancial backing. Apropos of commercial success, a purchaser 
cannot be deemed to have chosen between two products if he 
remained unaware of one of the products. Th e market share 
that represents commercial success will be diff erent for these 
two types of sellers—the company already established and the 
entrepreneur—due to their diff erent circumstances.
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Commerical Success . . .
Continued from page 3

Further, I would also argue that the market that should 
be considered in determining success in some circumstances 
may be narrower than a whole, hypothetical market for such 
products because the seller only made the product known in 
the narrower market. A company may sell to only a narrower 
market because of limited manufacturing capacity, because 
research and development resulting in the invention was cen-
tered on that narrower market in the fi rst place, or because 
the commercial product must be tailored (by unclaimed fea-
tures) to each particular market segment, for example. Under 
such circumstances, it is unrealistic to measure success based 
on a hypothetical entire market that had remained unaware 
of the product and to ignore the narrower, targeted market 
that actually evaluated the merits of the product. 

Th e contextual data such as market share, if it is to be 
measured against what sales could have been expected, must 
refl ect purchases by those who are aware of the product’s ex-
istence. Commercial success should be judged based on those 
who, having been given a choice between the product and its 
competitive products, did or did not select the product over 
its competition. A test for whether the claimed product has 
been a commercial success must take into account real world 
factors, as the underlying question must remain: Does the evi-
dence demonstrate that the claimed product is signifi cantly more 
commercially successful than could have been expected under the 
same circumstances for an obvious variant of prior art products? 

Hard Evidence of Commercial Success: The More the 
Better

Th e evidence presented in the sixty-four Board appeals 
surveyed covered a spectrum from one prospective buyer’s 
expression of interest to sales of over $1.1 billion. Th e Board 
held neither of these extremes showed commercial success 
under the Federal Circuit’s precedents. 

Th ere must fi rst be evidence. Attorney argument is no sub-
stitute for objective evidence,17 but neither is an affi  ant’s un-
supported opinion. Ten cases (15.6%) off ered only a conclu-
sory opinion of commercial success in an affi  davit.18 Moreover, 
the Board was pointedly reluctant to credit inventor or owner 
testimony generally: “While inventor or assignee testimony are 
[sic] not inherently incredible, the declarant’s interest (fi nan-
cial, emotional etc.) in the outcome is a highly material fact to 
consider when assigning weight to the evidence.”19 Th e Board 
also did not credit trade association awards and news releases 
alone as showing commercial success.20 

Another group of cases off ered more, but still slight, 
evidence on commercial success, such as a single e-mail 
expressing interest and hoping to have a program in place in 

the next year;21 a letter stating an intent to buy coupled with 
appellant’s admission that only a prototype had been made so 
far;22 a petition to make special based on infringement;23 the 
history of spell-checking in the Microsoft Word program;24 
sale of seven knives as claimed and a statement of “substantial 
interest” at a trade show;25 and a statement that the assignee 
had been approached by a third party for a license of “tech-
nology.”26 As the Board said in one case, with understandable 
exasperation, “Th e fact that someone is making and selling 
something, without more, does not support an inference that 
they should receive a patent.”27 Th ese fi rst two groups, which 
constituted a full quarter of the cases surveyed, did not raise 
serious questions of commercial success. 

A harder truth to accept is that big sales numbers alone, 
numbers on a scale that sound pretty impressive, will not 
make the case for patentability, either. “[E]vidence related 
solely to the number of units sold provides a very weak 
showing of commercial success, if any”28 without the further 
contextual data. In the surveyed cases, “very weak showing” 
was a euphemism for “no evidence of commercial success at 
all.” For example, in Ex parte Jones29 the assignee’s product 
engineer declared sales of 4,260 of the claimed safety rope 
system, 304,381 tree stands and 61,346 harnesses incorporat-
ing the claimed safety rope system (together about 370,000 
sales), plus four competitors who sold copycat products. 
Still, the appellant “failed to provide persuasive evidence as 
to market share so as to put the evidence of gross sales fi gures 
into perspective in the context of the particular market at 
hand,”30 and the Board held commercial success had not 
been shown. In Ex parte Holland31 gross sales of $380,000 
for anti-chafe sleeves for cables, hoses, and ropes “without 
evidence as to whether this represents a substantial share of 
any defi nable market” was “a very weak showing of commer-
cial success.”32 In Ex parte Dombrowski,33 $2.4 million in sales 
of snap-fastener signage, most of it in the latest year, “did 
not show commercial success absent evidence as to market 
share.”34 Sales in Ex parte Tydings35 of over four million urine 
test systems was “insuffi  cient to establish commercial suc-
cess.”36 In Ex parte ArvinMeritor, Inc.,37 the Board rejected 
the appellant’s contention that sales of 1,261,805 units for 
the equivalent of about $5 million in British pounds es-
tablished commercial success because, again, there was no 
evidence this was a substantial share of the market.38 In Ex 
parte McLaughlin39 the Board questioned whether 50,000 
to 60,000 magnetic knife sheaths per year was “a substantial 
quantity in the relevant market.”40 

One factor mentioned in Federal Circuit precedential 
cases that may be coupled with gross sales or units sold to 
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show context for commercial success is sales captured from 
competitive, prior art products.41 Several appellants unsuc-
cessfully tried to establish commercial success by showing 
market share captured from their own prior art product. 
Th e Board wanted to see competitors’ market share data or, 
at least, information about competitors’ products.42 Another 
factor mentioned is growth in sales. In Ex parte Detroit Radiant 
Products Co.,43 the Board seemed willing to consider growth in 
sales, but faulted the appellant for including only sales for two, 
nonconsecutive periods, 1993-94 and 2004-05, saying that 
information of sales in the intervening years would be needed 
to show trends or growth.44 On the other hand, the Board re-
jected evidence of a 25% annual increase in sales in Ex parte 
Jellá45 because there was no evidence of market share.46 Th e 
Jellá appellant also compared sales of the claimed product 
with the appellant’s own prior art products, duly recited by 
the Board but not discussed (or apparently considered to be 
convincing evidence of commercial success).47 Finally, the Jel-
lá appellant gave a market share for all products according to 
his claim (that is, his own and infringers’ products) as 1.24%. 
Th e Board, however, counted only his own market share of 
0.175%.48 “[W]hether we consider 1.24% or 0.175% to be 
the relevant market share fi gure, either market share is suffi  -
ciently small compared to the entire . . . market that they fail 
to reasonably demonstrate commercial success of the claimed 
invention.”49 (Keep those numbers in mind for comparison 
to the Albritton market share).

What Is the Relevant Market?
Five of the surveyed cases are particularly instructive, as 

they involved commercially successful products, but in four 
of the cases the Board held the success had either not been 
shown for the whole market or not for all products that 
could be covered by the claim.

Th e claimed invention in Ex parte Newfrey LLC50 was 
a helically coiled screw thread insert for placement in a 
tapped hole to receive a threaded fastener. Th e insert was 
made from a nitrogen strengthened stainless steel of a 
specifi c composition, a diff erent material than was used 
for prior art inserts. Th e commercial, claimed insert devel-
oped for and sold to the semiconductor industry replaced 
the prior art inserts in that industry (in other words, 
the whole market was captured from prior art products) 
in spite of substantially higher cost for the commercial, 
claimed inserts.51 After being adopted by the semiconduc-
tor manufacturers, the inserts began to be used in other 
industries. Th e Board agreed with the appellant that the 
evidence supported a fi nding that the claimed invention 
had achieved commercial success in the semiconductor 
manufacturing market (“nearly 100% market share”).52 
Despite this, the Board did not fi nd the insert had been 
commercially successful. 

Th e Board saw the market in which commercial success 
must be proved as encompassing all applications in which the 
invention might possibly fi nd utility, because the claim con-
tained no limitation to semiconductor manufacturing.53 Th is 
rigid application of a formalistic approach to commercial 
success disregarded the underlying, commonsense question: 
was the product more commercially successful than could 
have been expected for an obvious variant of the prior art? To 
view the market so broadly as the Board did here, without re-
gard to the industry or application for which the commercial 
product was designed and to which it was marketed, ignores 
reality. If the commercial insert is nonobvious in the semi-
conductor market, by virtue of its commercial success against 
those cheaper prior art inserts with which it had competed 
directly,54 it is unreasonable to consider it obvious in other 
markets where commercial products apparently were just 
beginning to be off ered. Th e claimed invention had already 
proved its mettle55 in a head-to-head test against the prior art 
in the semiconductor market to which it had been directed. 
In such situations, where overwhelming success is shown in 
the primary market to which the product was directed, the 
bare existence of another potential market should not blot 
out the demonstrated nonobviousness.

Moreover, it was not accurate for the Board to say that the 
insert was “broadly claimed without limitation with respect 
to a specifi c device or industry”56 because the insert is nar-
rowly claimed with respect to its composition, and thus with 
respect to the physical and engineering properties provided 
by that composition (identifi ed in the specifi cation as anti-
galling and improved yield strength) that made it uniquely 
suited to the semiconductor industry market to which it had 
been directed.57 Th at the insert eventually found value in 
other markets does not imply that the semiconductor market 
was mistaken about the invention’s merits.

No decision could have been more frustrating to the ap-
pellant than Ex parte Alkermes Controlled Th erapeutics, Inc.,58 
in which the Board was unconvinced that $1.1 billion in 
sales, arguably captured from a prior art product, did not 
demonstrate commercial success. Th e claimed invention 
was a controlled release version of an earlier patented drug, 
risperidone, for which a daily dose commercial product was 
already marketed by the appellant. Th e appellant sought to 
defi ne the market for the controlled release product as the ris-
peridone market, off ering not only the raw sales revenue data 
but also evidence of sales growth over time ($83.5 million 
to $311 million to $593 million), growth in market share 
of the risperidone market (from 3.3% to 10.2% to 16.7%), 
and growth in sales compared to appellant’s other risperidone 
products.59 Th is argument of “captured sales” makes sense if, 
given a doctor who had decided to prescribe risperidone, the 

Continued on next page
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doctor chose between the merits of the prior art daily dose 
and the claimed controlled release product. 

Th e Board held the market to instead be “the market of 
atypical antipsychotic drugs or the market of neuroleptic 
and conventional antipsychotic drugs” for which the appel-
lant provided no evidence of market share or evidence that 
the claimed drug does not compete in those markets.60 Th e 
Board did not accept as persuasive that the closest prior art 
was the same drug, risperidone, not in a controlled release 
formulation. Still, is $1.1 billion (that’s billion with a “b”) 
in sales really a “very weak showing of commercial success” 
unsupported here by any contextual evidence?

Th ere is a division of authority on whether the evidence 
must show nonobviousness of the entire claim scope, with 
more recent authority holding that commercial success need 
not be demonstrated for every possible embodiment of the 
claim. It is an all-but-impossible standard to ask an appli-
cant to market and demonstrate success of every conceivable 
product that could be manufactured within the claim scope. 
It is hard to imagine a claim for which, no matter how many 
products were put on the market, another embodiment could 
not have been made and marketed, too. In nine of the sur-
veyed decisions, including Ex parte DBC,61 the Board cited 
the earlier authority In re Tiffi  n62 for the rule that success 
must be shown for all embodiments of the claim. Th e claim 
in DBC was to a beverage comprising pericarp [rind] and 
juice from mangosteen fruit and “at least one second juice 
selected from the group consisting of fruit juice and vegetable 
juice.”63 Th e commercial product, however, contained only 
various fruit juices in addition to the mangosteen juice, and 
the Board concluded there was “no persuasive evidence in the 
record of commercial success as to the entire second category, 
vegetable juice.”64 On appeal, the Federal Circuit found 
the Board had erred: “DBC need not sell every conceivable 
embodiment of the claims in order to rely upon evidence 
of commercial success, so long as what was sold was within 
the scope of the claims.”65 Th e Federal Circuit cited its 1996 
decision in Applied Materials, Inc. v. Advanced Semiconductor 
Materials America, Inc, in which it held “a patentee need not 
show that all possible embodiments within the claims were 
successfully commercialized in order to rely on the success 
in the marketplace of the embodiment that was commercial-
ized.”66 While the rules are sometimes diff erent during patent 
prosecution and infringement litigation, the Federal Circuit 
in DBC unambiguously held that the Applied Materials rule 
applied during a reexamination proceeding. Moreover, the 
court in DBC found that this rule applied even when the 
alternative embodiments were named in the claim. What 

happened in the other eight cases citing In re Tiffi  n? Th ey 
were not appealed to the Federal Circuit.67

Since the Federal Circuit’s DBC decision in November, 
2008, nevertheless, the Board continues to cite and rely on 
Tiffi  n in rejecting commercial success evidence of a product 
if the claim could cover other embodiments. In the New-
frey LLC decision six months after DBC, the Board found 
evidence of commercial success of a claimed helical coiled 
fastener insert that had captured 100 percent of the semi-
conductor market to be insuffi  cient because the claim would 
cover diff erently dimensioned inserts (not a claim limitation) 
that could have other applications (not a claim limitation) 
“for which no evidence of commercial success has been prof-
fered.”68 Albritton, our sole victorious appellant on the issue 
of commercial success, avoided In re Tiffi  n, perhaps because 
he cited the Applied Materials decision in the appeal brief.69 
One would do well to cite both DBC and Applied Materials 
unless the only possible embodiments for the claimed inven-
tion are commercially successful products.70

For an entrepreneur, who will need some time to make 
his product known to the entire potential market, market 
share alone will be a poor measure of whether or not the 
entrepreneur’s product was endorsed by those who became 
aware of it. Th e Federal Circuit’s alternative measures of 
what sales could normally have been expected, i.e., compar-
ison of sales growth to what growth was experienced by the 
market as a whole during that period or growth of market 
share, should better refl ect whether the entrepreneur’s prod-
uct was a success. Ex parte Bauman71 and Ex parte Albritton, 
in which two entrepreneur inventors attempted to show 
nonobviousness of their inventions through commercial 
success and met with very diff erent fates, illustrate the prob-
lem and its solution. 

Dr. Natan Bauman invented a hearing aid that has a 
speaker in the ear canal that does not block the ear canal 
with any obstructing mass. He formed a company and 
started selling the hearing aid at the beginning of 2004, 
with sales of $27,000 in the fi rst quarter. His sales climbed 
each quarter, and by the fourth quarter of 2005, they stood 
at $3,375,000.72 His annual sales growth was from $3.42 
million in 2004 to $14.5 million in 2005,73 a 424 percent 
increase, despite the company’s being unknown. (For 2004, 
the sales growth was from $0 in 2003 to $3.42 million in 
2004, also impressive). During 2004, the company sold 3643 
units, and during 2005, 12,332 units, a 339% increase. His 
sales were generated principally by word of mouth and side-
by-side demonstrations of his hearing aid system with other 
hearing aids.74 

Commerical Success . . .
Continued from page 5
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Instead of considering the growth trend, the Board looked 
at only total sales for 2004 and 2005 (remember, in 2004 the 
company was starting at zero) compared to total sales of all 
hearing aids for those two years of 4,359,801, a 0.37% share. 
More telling, though, was the more than three-fold increase 
in market share from 0.17% in 2004 (3,643 units sold out of 
2,145,378 industry-wide) to 0.56% in 2005 (12,332 units 
sold out of 2,214,423 industry-wide). Th e Bauman sales were 
growing at a much faster rate (339%) than was the hearing 
aid market as a whole (3.22%). Th e Board mysteriously stat-
ed that the claimed product’s “increase in sales from 2004 to 
2005 generally matches the overall trend in domestic hearing 
aid sales for the same period.”75 It does not, unless one con-
siders two orders of magnitude greater to “generally match.” 
Th e industry as a whole sold about 69,000 more units in 
2005 than in 2004, and Dr. Bauman himself accounted for 
nearly 9,000 of those. Th e Board, while conceding that the 
appellant “may be an entrepreneurial success story,” found his 
market share too small to overcome the prima facie case of 
obviousness.76 

In considering the Bauman evidence, the Board should 
have taken into account the circumstances of the individual 
inventor who was marketing his product in head-to-head 
comparisons and by word of mouth and against well-
situated, nationally based competitors. Th e Board’s analysis 
should have included what sales growth could normally have 
been expected in that market for the time period—only 
3.22%— compared to actual sales growth—339%—and 
the three-fold growth of market share, two factors that are 
particularly able to put this entrepreneur’s data in perspective 
to judge whether it constitutes commercial success. As the 
Board admitted, “Vivatone’s sales are impressive consider-
ing they were achieved by a small startup company with no 
prior reputation or name recognition which generated nearly 
$18,000,000 in two years by selling products that were not 
advertised on radio or television. Given these facts, buy-
ers were clearly interested in Vivatone’s products and were 
willing to pay for them.”77 Th e only other thing the Board 
should have added was “rejection reversed.” Th e sales growth 
proved the market of buyers aware of the Bauman product 
endorsed its merits.

A Flexible Approach to Fit the Circumstances
What should have happened in Ex parte Bauman was 

what did happen in Ex parte Albritton.
Kenneth Albritton, the single appellant to establish com-

mercial success in the survey group, persuaded the Board on 
evidence of a growth of sales, like Dr. Bauman’s, markedly 
greater than the sales growth for the whole market (i.e., the 
sales growth that could normally have been expected in that 
market for the time period). Mr. Albritton claimed a back-
pack that unzips to provide a well-organized sports locker 

adjunct that can be hung over a locker door for easy access to 
equipment. 

Mr. Albritton’s sales were $56,150 in 2003 (a 384% 
increase over 2002, when he started the company) and 
$108,756 in 2004 (a 94% increase over 2003), relative to av-
erage sales increases for the general market (luggage) reported 
by Albritton to be 10% in 2003 over 2002 and 24% in 2004 
over 2003.78 Th is evidence was complemented by industry 
praise and “specifi c licensing agreements, one of which is 
drawn to the product of the instant U.S. Patent Applica-
tion.”79 Although the Board did not discuss the market share 
for the invention based on total sales in the identifi ed market, 
Albritton’s market share in 2003 was a mere 0.0035% and in 
2004 had only increased to 0.0054% (roughly one percent 
of the yearly market share Dr. Bauman had captured). While 
the increase in market share was about 55%, and the in-
creases in sales pointed out by the Board were greater than 
that of the market as a whole, one would be hard-pressed to 
describe 0.0054% as the substantial market share the Board 
has sought out in its other commercial success cases. But 
here the Board made the right call in (implicitly) taking into 
account the circumstances of this case and this entrepreneur 
when making its determination. 

Th e Albritton appellant attached to his declaration copies 
of about 400 invoices documenting each sale, an excellent 
way to impress on the Board that market share increase had 
been won by hard-earned sales that this start-up company 
had documented on simple, legalese-free forms. In addition, 
the Albritton appellant relied in his brief on Pro-Mold & Toll 
Co. v. Great Lakes, Inc.80 for the rule that a lack of previous 
experience in the relevant fi eld combined with high sales 
infers a nexus of the commercial success to the features of 
the claimed product. Th e Albritton appellant was also able 
to augment his commercial success evidence with “indus-
try praise, both in winning the grand prize of the United 
Inventors Association and in letters from purchasers.”81 Th e 
strength of objective evidence of nonobviousness evaluated 
cumulatively, not individually, carried the day.82 

Th e Board gave every consideration, as it should have, to 
the particular circumstances that colored the Albritton appel-
lant’s ability to reach a market for his product. In the Albrit-
ton decision, the Board applied KSR’s “expansive and fl exible 
approach” in evaluating the appellant’s evidence of commer-
cial success to reach a just outcome. "

Ms. Budde is a principal with Harness, Dickey & Pierce in 
Troy. Opinions in this article are her own and not necessarily 
shared by Harness, Dickey or any of its clients. You may contact 
her at (248) 641-1220 or ambudde@hdp.com. 

Continued on next page
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29  Appeal 2009-0269 (B.P.A.I. Mar. 20, 2009).

30  Id. at 17.

31  Appeal 2007-2262 (B.P.A.I. Nov. 13, 2007) and Appeal 
2007-1962 (B.P.A.I. Nov. 13, 2007).

32  Id. at 20-21.

33  Appeal 2007-1917 (B.P.A.I. Aug. 3, 2007).

34  Id. at 21.

35  Appeal 2009-1622 (B.P.A.I. Feb. 6, 2009).

36  Id. at 16.  A sister case decided the same day, In re Tydings, 
Appeal 2008-5799 (B.P.A.I. Feb. 6, 2009), reached the 
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37  Appeal 2007-3869 (B.P.A.I. July 17, 2008), appeal 
docketed, No. 2009-1287 (Fed. Cir. Apr. 8, 2009).

38  Id. at 45-46.

39  Appeal 2007-1400 (B.P.A.I. May 30, 2007).

40  Id. at 25.  Th e Board also queried, “[w]ho are the buyers, 
what are comparable products, and how do the features and 
costs of the comparable products compare to the features 
and costs of the patented products.”  Id.

41  Kansas Jack at 1150-51 (Fed. Cir. 1983); Ex Parte Remark, 
15 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1498, 1505 (B.P.A.I. 1990).

42  Ex parte Siegal, Appeal 2008-0430 at 12 (B.P.A.I. Feb. 
23, 2009) (“gross sales of the [claimed product] per 
quarter in comparison to sales of [appellant’s own prior art 
product] of 500,000 units per quarter” was weak showing 
of commercial success because lacking evidence of whether 
it was a “substantial share of any defi nable market”); Ex 
parte DelDuca, Appeal 2009-1245 at 26 (B.P.A.I. Mar. 
17, 2009) (“Appellants only compare the sales of the 
improved ActiveTech product to their own traditional 
ActiveTech product, without disclosing what technology 
their competitors were using.”); Ex parte Pharis-Biotec 
GmbH, Appeal 2007-4005 at 20 (B.P.A.I. Mar. 30, 2009) 
(Appellant’s declaration “failed to exclude other possible 
factors which may have resulted in increased [claimed 
product] sales and decreased [appellant’s prior art product] 
sales, e.g., extensive advertising and position as a market 
leader before the introduction of the claimed [product] 
or  recent changes in related technology or consumer 
demand.”) (citation omitted).

43  Appeal 2008-6291 (B.P.A.I. Jan. 22, 2009).

44  Id. at 26. 

45  Appeal 2008-1619 (B.P.A.I. Nov. 3, 2008). Th is opinion 
is designated as precedential.  Th e application claim at 
issue was for a garage door section with a fi nished height 
of twenty-eight inches.  Th e Board held that the nexus of 
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commercial success to the claimed invention cannot rest 
on aesthetic appearance of the claimed invention—people 
can’t buy it because they like the way it looks.  Th e desirable 
feature prompting purchase must be functional to support 
commercial success as objective evidence of patentability.  
Id. at 18.

46  Id. at 20.

47  Id. at 21.

48  Id. at 22.

49  Id. at 23.

50  Appeal 2009-0721 (B.P.A.I. May 13, 2009).

51  Id. at 7.

52  Id. at 17.

53  Id.

54 Id. (“the only diff erence between the prior art and the 
claimed helical coiled fastener inserts is the material 
composition”).

55 More specifi cally its metal, as its distinction from the prior 
art type 304 and 326 stainless steel inserts was its use of a 
nitrogen-strengthened stainless steel alloy.  Id. at 4; U.S. 
Patent No. 6,494,659  col. 2 1.21-25 (fi led Feb. 4, 2000). 

56 Id.

57 Compare, Ormco Corp. v. Align Tech. Inc., 463 F.3d 1299, 
1311-12 (Fed. Cir. 2006)  (commercial success attributed to 
claimed invention when “the marketed product embodies 
the claimed features, and is coextensive with them”) 
(quoting Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. Phillip 
Morris, Inc., 229 F.3d 1120, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 2000));  J.T. 
Eaton & Co. v. Atlantic Paste & Glue Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 
1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (“[T]he asserted commercial success 
of the product must be due to the merits of the claimed 
invention beyond what was readily available in the prior 
art.”). 

58 Appeal 2007-2360 (B.P.A.I. June 19, 2008).

59 Id. at 23.

60 Id. at 28-29.  Th ese types of drugs were mentioned in a 
declaration; in the declaration, risperidone was identifi ed 
as an atypical antipsychotic drug, which were said to off er 
advantages over conventional antipsychotic drugs.  As a 
result of reexamination, all claims were cancelled.  Ex parte 
Reexamination Certifi cate (6600th) issued Jan. 6, 2009.

61 Appeal 2007-1907 at 26 (B.P.A.I. Aug. 24, 2007).

62 In re Tiffi  n, 448 F.2d 791 (CCPA 1971) (evidence showing 
commercial success of thermoplastic foam “cups” used 
in vending machines was not commensurate in scope 
with claims directed to thermoplastic foam “containers” 
broadly).

63  DBC at 3-4.

64  Id. at 28.

65  In re DBC, 545 F.3d 1373, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2008), aff ’d on 
other grounds.  A lot of fruit and vegetable juices exist, and 
all combinations (and all percentages of each combined 
juice), not to mention diff erent product sizes and so on, 
could fi ll the whole grocery store.  

66  98 F.3d 1563, 1570 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

67 Disposition of the sixty-four cases in this survey was 
as follows: Of the forty applications, nineteen were 
abandoned without any continuing applications fi led; six 
were abandoned with a continuation fi led; an RCE was 
fi led in fi ve; two are patented with claims other than those 
for which commercial success was argued; two have been 
appealed to the Federal Circuit (Zebedee and Ex parte 
Rivera, decided Sept. 10, 2008); one, Jellá, is not available 
on PAIR; one, Albritton, is allowed but not yet issued; 
and the remaining four have no action yet after the Board 
decision.  Of the twenty-one reexaminations, eleven have 
had reexamination certifi cates issued, fi ve cancelling all 
claims and six confi rming patentability of claims other 
than those for which commercial success was argued; one 
continues examination after an RCE; one was appealed 
to the D.C. Circuit (with appellant’s statement that the 
court would be able to receive information on commercial 
success from the patent’s infringers); three are on appeal 
to the Federal Circuit (Reiffi  n, CBC Industries, Inc., and 
ArvinMeritor Inc.); one, DBC, has petitioned for certiorari 
on a diff erent ground than commercial success; two have 
requested reconsideration by the Board, and two have no 
action yet after the Board decision.

68 Newfrey at 17.

69 Appeal 2008-5023, Second Substitute Appeal Brief of 
Appellant at 27 (fi led May 12, 2007).

70  Th e Ex parte Alkermes Controlled Th erapeutrics, Inc. appellant 
cited Applied Materials, Inc. Th e Board distinguished it, 
fi nding that in Applied Materials  the  commercial product 
was “similar in scope to the prior art” while the Alkermes 
controlled-release product was injectable and “much 
narrower than both the claimed invention and the prior 
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art.” Alkermes at 33.  Th e Board reasoned that prior art 
risperidone patent disclosed that it could be administered 
orally (the actual commercial prior art product was oral), 
rectally, percutaneously, or by parenteral injection.  Id. at 
34.  Th e evidence on appeal was a comparison with the 
oral, daily dose, prior art product; the Board implies the 
market share for the daily dose prior art product might 
have been higher if it were an injectable daily product.  I 
fi nd this argument hard to credit.  It is diffi  cult to imagine 
patients clamoring for a daily injection when they could 
just take the pill.  

71  Appeal 2008-3704 (B.P.A.I. Feb. 25, 2009).

72  Id. at 11 (from 24 to 3,731 units).

73  Id. at 12.

74  Id. at 14, 38.

75  Id. at 37.

76  Id. at 39.

77  Id.

78 Albritton at 27, 32.  Albritton in his affi  davit reported 
luggage sales of over $1.6 billion in 2003 and about $2.0 
billion in 2004.  Brief of Appellant, “Market Share” page 
of appendix.   Th e Albritton claims at issue were directed 
to a backpack.  Id. at 2-6.  Th e Travel Goods Association 
separately reports sales in the US market for luggage, 
travel/sports bags, and backpacks for the years 2003 
and 2004 (http://www.travel-goods.org/press/release/
tgamarket2007.pdf, last visited June 7, 2009) as shown 
in the following table along with the market share the 
Albritton sales would represent for each category.

2003 (percent 
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$56,150) 
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2003)
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ton share 

(at sales of 
$108,756)
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$4,441,322,389 

(-1.9%)
0.00126% $5,060,866,062 

(13.9%) 0.00215%

B
ac

kp
ac

ks $1,085,748,047 
(6.06%) 0.00517% $1,166,454,924 

(7.4%) 0.00932%

79 Id. at 31-32.

80 75 F.3d 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (Pro-Mold’s “lack of 
market power in this fi eld would seem to suggest that it 
was the features of the patented invention that led to the 
commercial success.”).

81 Albritton at 31.  Th e Bauman appellant also introduced 
other objective evidence of nonobviousness.

82 Applied Materials at 1570 (“Th e objective evidence of 
unobviousness is not evaluated for its ‘separate knockdown 
ability’ against the ‘stonewall’ of the prima facie case but is 
considered together with all other evidence, in determining 
whether the invention as a whole would have been obvious 
to a person of ordinary skill in the fi eld of the invention.”) 
(citation omitted).

Ford Patent Inventors . . .

Continued from page 1

Artifi cial Heart and Bose speaker technology, as well as 
to Dr. Raymond Damadian of Fonar Corporation for 
the development of Upright MRI technology and to 
Dr. Ihor Lys of Philips Solid-State Lighting Solutions 
for development of the more effi  cient Powercore® LED 
technology. “We are pleased to honor this team of 
inventors with this year’s award,” said Phil Johnson, 
president of the Education Foundation. “Given 
the concerns about the environment and the global 
competitiveness of the American auto industry, we feel 
it is more important than ever to point out that the 
tradition of innovation in this industry continues, as 
refl ected by the commercialization of this important 
invention.” "
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35th Annual 
Intellectual Property Law Summer Institute

 July 23-25, 2009 at 
Grand Traverse Resort, Traverse City  

In addition to the annual, comprehensive updates on trademark, 
patent, and copyright law developments, this year’s conference 
features two panel discussions with judges and practitioners to 
discuss recent developments in intellectual property law in federal 
district courts and the United States Supreme Court and practical 
advice on how to handle ethical issues that arise in your intellectual 
property practice. Come early for the advanced topics on patents 
and copyrights by seminar favorites Tom Irving and Kate Spelman. 
Register online at www.icle.org/ip or call (877) 229-4350. 

Don’t forget—as a section member, you save $100 on the 
registration fee!
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Recent Developments in U.S. Trademark and Unfair Competition Law*

By Theodore H. Davis Jr.

Continued on next page

Th e past twenty-four months have produced a number 
of signifi cant developments in U.S. trademark and unfair 
competition law.  Nevertheless, few were as potentially far 
reaching as a holding by the Eleventh Circuit1 that eBay Inc. 
v. MercExchange, L.L.C.,2 in which the Supreme Court over-
turned the Federal Circuit’s practice of ordering injunctive 
relief in virtually any case in which patent infringement had 
been demonstrated, may apply with equal force to trademark 
litigation.  Both before and after eBay, most courts to ad-
dress the issue have held that a showing of a likelihood of 
confusion in an infringement action creates a presumption of 
irreparable harm, and this pattern was for the most part char-
acteristic of recent case law as well.3  Although the Sixth and 
Ninth Circuits previously had acknowledged eBay’s possible 
signifi cance to trademark litigation in cursory discussions 
affi  rming the entry of relief,4 the Eleventh Circuit became the 
fi rst federal appellate court to vacate a preliminary injunction 
based on eBay’s rejection of categorical presumptions in the 
area.  Rather than reversing the district court outright, the 
appellate court instead remanded the action for a reexamina-
tion of the issue of irreparable harm; in doing so, however, 
it strongly suggested that the days of a prevailing trademark 
infringement plaintiff  being automatically entitled to injunc-
tive relief may be coming to a close.5

Th e proper scope of monetary relief under Section 35 
of the Lanham Act6 came into play in a pair of decisions 
from the First and Seventh Circuits, which slanted the fi eld 
in those jurisdictions rather dramatically toward prevailing 
plaintiff s pursuing accountings of defendants’ profi ts.  Under 
Section 35(a), such a plaintiff  must demonstrate the defen-
dant’s “sales only,” with the defendant then bearing the bur-
den to prove “all” off sets from those sales.  In contrast to the 
Copyright Act, which allows a prevailing plaintiff  to recover 
“any profi ts . . . that are attributable to the infringement,”7 
Section 35 does not expressly defi ne the starting point of the 
analysis  – “the defendant’s sales only” – in accountings.  Al-
though the statute’s express terms leave open the question of 
whether a prevailing plaintiff  must apportion the defendant’s 
revenues between infringing sales and noninfringing sales 
or, alternatively, whether the defendant bears the burden of 
this apportionment, both appellate courts adopted the latter 
rule.8  Under it, a defendant failing to prove by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that portions of its gross (and not 
infringing) revenues arise from lawful sales may be subject to 
the disgorgement of the entirety of those revenues.9

 Of course, a senior user seeking any form of relief 
must demonstrate protectable rights and liability fi rst.  As to 
validity, federal courts continued to diverge in their treat-
ment of the evidentiary signifi cance of registrations that have 
not passed their fi fth anniversary or that have otherwise not  
become incontestable.  Consistent with the majority rule 
(but perhaps not with the arguable trend), some courts held 
that such a registration shifts the burden of proof, and not 
merely the burden of production, on the issue of the valid-
ity of the underlying mark.10  In contrast, the Fourth Circuit 
confi rmed its rule that such a registration shifts only the bur-
den of production to the defendant.11  In doing so, the court 
noted that:

[W]hatever support [the registrant] might be able 
to claim from the registrations is in this case under-
mined by the fact that the PTO only grudgingly 
issued the registrations after intervention by North 
Carolina’s congressional delegation. . . .  Before 
then, the PTO examiners rejected [the registrant’s] 
application fi ve times . . . .12 

If the Patent and Trademark Offi  ce succumbed to politi-
cal pressure in the case before the Fourth Circuit, the agency 
has otherwise continued its hard line toward applicants for 
registration of non-traditional marks.  For example, in a case 
of fi rst impression, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board 
held that a showing of secondary meaning is necessary for the 
registration of a sound emitted in the normal operation of 
the associated good.13  In another case, and despite coming to 
the table with evidence of “look-for” advertising, an applicant 
to register a product design fell short of showing secondary 
meaning because it failed to demonstrate the extent and ef-
fectiveness of that advertising.14  

In contrast to this judicial and administrative skepticism in 
the distinctiveness context, recent case law has been uni-
form in its rejection of claims of aesthetic functionality by 
defendants.15  For example, the Fifth Circuit rejected the 
theory that the color schemes used by colleges and universi-
ties were aesthetically functional merely because they made 
apparel bearing the schemes more attractive to consumers.16  
Likewise, a district court rejected a defendant’s claims that 
the gold and green color scheme featured on the packaging 
for an antibiotic ointment was aesthetically functional, in 
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part because “[o]ther colors, such as blue, white, and orange 
are prevalent in the packaging of fi rst-aid products that are 
customarily sold in the aisle in which [the parties’] products 
are sold.”17    

 Assuming that a plaintiff  can overcome the hurdles of 
proving the distinctiveness and nonfunctionality of its mark, 
it must then demonstrate that the defendant’s use is one in 
commerce to bring it within the scope of the Lanham Act’s 
primary statutory causes of action.18  On that subject, and 
clarifying its past decision in 1-800 Contacts, Inc. v. When 
U.com, Inc.,19 the Second Circuit vacated a district court 
opinion dismissing a challenge to Google’s Keyword adver-
tising program, pursuant to which trademarks and service 
marks can be “bought” as triggers for sponsored advertising.20  
A diff erent court addressing the defendants’ use of the plain-
tiff ’s marks as domain names, triggers for sponsored advertis-
ing, and metatags was similarly unsympathetic to a no-use-
in-commerce defense.21  In contrast, the Tenth Circuit held 
that that the online use of a challenged mark to criticize the 
mark’s owner was not an actionable one in commerce.22  And 
another opinion confi rmed that, just as the mere fi ling of an 
intent-to-use application does not give the applicant stand-
ing to prosecute an action to protect the underlying mark, so 
too does such a fi ling not, in and of itself, trigger potential 
liability for the applicant.23  

When courts and the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board 
actually reached the question of whether the parties’ marks 
were likely to be confused, they often allowed junior users to 
escape with relative ease.  Th e Board led the way, holding at 
the pleading stage in one opposition that the parties’ marks – 
BOSS AUDIOSYSTEMS and PAC BOOSTER THE PER-
FECT SOUND, both used for audio components – were 
so dissimilar that the opposer had failed to state a claim.24  
Th e Seventh and Eleventh Circuits were only marginally less 
hostile to the need for full likelihood of confusion analyses 
in cases before them.  Affi  rming entry by one district court 
of summary judgment of nonliability, the former observed 
that “[o]verwhelming visual dissimilarity can defeat an 
infringement claim, even where the other six [likelihood of 
confusion] factors all weigh in favor of the plaintiff .”25  Th e 
latter went further still in a case in which the appellate record 
included pictures of the parties’ packaging:

What [the plaintiff ] wants us to do is to ignore 
the pictures and the lack of any reason to believe 
that anyone ever has been befuddled.  Like other 
courts, this circuit has articulated a multi-factor 
approach to assessing the probability of confusion.  

Th ese factors include whether the trademarks use 
the same word, whether they sound alike, and so 
on. . . .  A list of factors designed as proxies for the 
likelihood of confusion can’t supersede the statu-
tory inquiry.  If we know for sure that consumers 
are not confused about a product’s origin, there is 
no need to consult even a single proxy.26

Th e Board served as a less accurate harbinger of the pros-
pects for dilution claimants availing themselves of the revised 
Section 43(c).27  In one case, it acknowledged that the BIG 
GULP mark was suffi  ciently famous to qualify for protection 
against likely dilution but nevertheless declined to sustain 
a Section 43(c)-based opposition by that mark’s owner to 
an application to register the GULPY mark for portable pet 
dishes.28  In contrast, and with the Seventh Circuit serving 
as a notable exception,29 courts were far more receptive to 
allegations of likely dilution, especially those in the Ninth 
Circuit, which between them delivered opinions favorable 
to the owners of the HOT WHEELS mark for miniature 
vehicles,30 the EBAY mark for online auction services,31 the 
NIKE mark for footwear,32 and a serrated three-stripe design 
mark for footwear.33  Of perhaps greatest interest to students 
of dilution doctrine, however, was the latest installment of 
Victor and Kathy Moseley’s longstanding dispute with Vic-
toria’s Secret:  Although having once trounced the retailer’s 
licensing subsidiary before the Supreme Court,34 the Mose-
leys were held liable under Section 43(c) based on a summary 
judgment record establishing that their VICTOR’S SECRET 
and VICTOR’S LITTLE SECRET marks were likely to 
tarnish the VICTORIA’S SECRET mark.35

Finally, the past two years have seen a number of sig-
nifi cant decisions bearing on practice before the United 
States Patent and Trademark Offi  ce.  In Herbaceuticals Inc. 
v. Xel Herbaceuticals Inc.,36 the Board held yet again that an 
inaccurate recitation of goods or services in an amendment 
to allege use can be a basis for a fi nding of fraud, and a later 
decision extended this rule to one applicant’s misguided 
agreement to an amended identifi cation of goods suggested 
by the examining attorney.37  In Herbaceuticals, however, 
the Board suggested in dictum that partial cancellation 
of the registration’s coverage of particular classes may be 
an appropriate remedy for a fraudulent fi ling, rather than 
cancellation of the registration in its entirety.38  Th at dictum 
subsequently became law in G&W Laboratories, Inc. v. G.W. 
Pharma Ltd.,39 in which the Board allowed a registrant to 
escape a fi nding of fraud by deleting a “problem” class in its 
entirety.  According to the Board:
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[A] multiple-class application can be viewed as a 
series of applications for registration of a mark in 
connection with goods or services in each class, 
combined into one application.  As a general mat-
ter, the fi ler of such an application is in the same 
position it would be had it fi led several single-class 
applications instead.  . . . [E]ach class . . . must be 
considered separately .  .  . , and judgment on the 
ground of fraud as to one class does not in itself re-
quire cancellation of all classes in a registration.40

Th e Board also unexpectedly produced a burst of prec-
edential opinions driving home the point that the Lanham 
Act and the Trademark Rules of Practice mean what they say.  
Consequently, USPTO customers often learned the hard way 
the consequences of, inter alia, fi ling an application in the 
name of the wrong entity,41 failing properly to make applica-
tions or registrations a matter of record,42 asserting a bona 
fi de intent to use an applied-for mark without corroborating 
documentation,43 supporting an application with a “drawing” 
of a specimen, rather than the specimen itself,44 refusing to 
respond to an examining attorney’s request for information,45 
asserting the so-called “Morehouse” defense without a registra-
tion to back it up,46 neglecting to serve pleadings on an op-
ponent,47 failing to pursue discovery in a diligent manner,48 
and improperly attempting to fi le notices of opposition by 
fax.49  Th e message from the Board is clear:  Details matter, 
even procedural ones, and parties failing to sweat them will 
pay the price. "

Mr. Davis is a partner, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP, Atlanta, 
Georgia. Mr. Davis will be a featured speaker at the 35th Annual 
Intellectual Property Law Summer Institute, July 23-25, 2009. 

In the interest of full disclosure, the author notes his 
participation in WMS Gaming Inc. v. WPC Prods. Ltd., 542 
F.3d 601 (7th Cir. 2008) as lead counsel for the appellant.  Th e 
author’s fi rm (but not the author) represented the plaintiff s in 
Bd. of Supervisors v. Smack Apparel Co., 550 F.3d 465 (5th Cir. 
2008) and Univ. of Kan. v. Sinks, 565 F. Supp. 2d 1216 (D. 
Kan. 2008).
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State Bar Launches "A Lawyer Helps" Program to Celebrate 
and Support Attorneys' Contributions to Society 

"A Lawyer Helps" — and the State Bar of Michigan wants everyone to know just how much.
Th e Bar, in cooperation with a host of partners including civil legal aid agencies, bar associations, law schools, law 

fi rms and the Michigan State Bar Foundation, has launched a program to celebrate and support lawyers' public service.
"A Lawyer Helps" has two goals: recognizing how lawyers make a diff erence everyday for people and society and 

providing tools for them to continue doing so.
"Th ousands of Michigan lawyers contribute pro bono or free legal services to low-income people every year, and 

thousands more give generous fi nancial support for legal aid. Th ey also give time by volunteering in their local commu-
nities," said Ed Pappas, president of the State Bar of Michigan. "We are extremely proud of that record, and 'A Lawyer 
Helps' will shine a light on their eff orts."

"A Lawyer Helps" focuses on the legal profession's priority of pro bono free legal help for the poor and fi nancial do-
nations to help nonprofi t legal aid agencies, and it recognizes that many lawyers also provide other community service.  
Th ese volunteer eff orts will be featured extensively in State Bar publications including the May issue of the Michigan 
Bar Journal, and on a new website at www.alawyerhelps.org. Attorneys interested in getting involved in pro bono and 
community service opportunities can seek information at that website, and lawyers can also fi nd a link to donate online 
to the Access to Justice Fund for the statewide endowment or for a local legal aid program. In addition, the website 
provides information on how to obtain "A Lawyer Helps" gear such as t-shirts, aprons, or buttons to wear while volun-
teering and ways to recognize lawyer volunteers.
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European Practice—Past, Present, Future

By Dr. David Moreland

Past—December 13, 2007
Th e European Patent Convention 2000 (EPC 2000) was 
the fi rst major revision of the EPC, and came into force on 
December 13, 2007. Some of the most relevant changes and 
additions were:

Euro-PCT: Multiple inventions can only be searched 
during the international phase. It is no longer possible 
to have additional searches on a pending Euro-PCT 
regional phase application, regardless of when fi led. 
Further inventions can only be searched by fi ling a 
European divisional application. TIP: It is advisable 
to request any desired additional searches during 
the international phase in respect of any unsearched 
claims likely to be of future interest to the applicant.

Novelty (Article 54): An earlier fi led but later 
published European application will be prior art for 
a later European application for all designated states. 
Th is only applies to applications fi led on or after 
December 13, 2007. Previously, an earlier fi led but 
later published application was considered prior art 
only for commonly designated states.

Central Limitation and Revocation (Art 105a): A 
proprietor can now request revocation or limitation 
at the EPO at any time after grant, except during 
opposition proceedings. Th e procedure is quick, taking 
only a few months. Th is change was implemented, 
in particular, to facilitate and accelerate amendment 
and limitation of a granted European patent in each 
validated state. Such may be desirable in light of 
new prior art which may have been subsequently 
highlighted in other jurisdictions. Prior to EPC 
2000, this procedure would have had to be carried 
out separately in each national jurisdiction. TIP: Th is 
procedure may be of import in ensuring integrity of 
the European patent, e.g., if due diligence or litigation 
is envisaged.

Present—April 1, 2009
Considerable changes have been made to the EPO offi  cial fee 
structure, both last year, and again this year, as follows:

Prior to April 1, 2008:
No Excess Claim Fees were payable for up to 10 
claims; however, a €45 fee was payable for each claim 
above 10.

From April 1, 2008:

No Excess Claim Fees were payable for up to 15 
claims; however, a €200 fee was payable for each 
claim above 15.

From April 1, 2009:

No Excess Claim Fees are payable for up to 15 claims; 
however, a €200 fee is payable for each additional 
claim up to 50; and a €500 fee is payable for each 
additional claim above 50.

No Excess Page Fees are payable for up to 35 pages 
(including drawings); however, a €12 fee is payable 
on fi ling for each page of the application above 35 
pages.

A single Designation Fee of €500 is payable regardless 
of the number of states designated.

TIP: It is strongly recommended to reduce the 
number of claims on entry into European regional 
phase, wherever possible. Markuesh-type claims are 
being allowed by many European examiners. Also, the 
use of multiple dependent claims can be a particularly 
attractive and simple way of achieving this. It should 
also be noted that excess claims fees only depend on 
the total number of claims, regardless of whether 
the claims are independent, dependent, or multiply 
dependent. Reduction of the number of claims of a 
Euro-PCT application can be undertaken either upon 
European regional phase entry or when invited to do 
so by the EPO.

Practice before the European Patent Offi  ce (EPO) has changed more in the past 18 months or so than it had in the preceding 30 
years. Further changes are scheduled in the next 12 months. Th e intent of this article is to provide a brief chronology of some of the 
most important of these changes, and also to provide some practical tips for best practice.
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Future—April 1, 2010

Further changes are scheduled as from April 1, 2010. Th ese 
include:

European Divisional Applications
Under current legislation, an applicant can fi le a 
European divisional application at any time up to 
the date of grant or refusal of the parent application. 
However, from April 1, 2010, strict time limits 
will apply to the fi ling of divisional applications, as 
follows:

Voluntary divisional applications (i.e., not 
resulting from a lack of unity objection) can 
be fi led up to 24 months from the date of the 
Examining Division’s fi rst communication in 
respect of the earlier parent Application.
Mandatory  divisional applications (i.e., 
resulting from a lack of unity objection) 
can be fi led up to 24 months from any 
communication in which the Examining 
Division has fi rst raised an objection of lack 
of unity, provided it was raising that specifi c 
objection for the fi rst time.

Th ese new provisions are in addition to the current 
requirement that the earlier parent application is still 
pending. Th ese new rules will apply to all cases, in-
cluding pending cases. However, there will be a six-
month grace period in which a divisional application 
may still be fi led thereupon, i.e., up to October 1, 
2010.

TIP: In practice, for any pending European Applica-
tion for which an offi  cial action has issued, it will be 
important to consider whether any divisional, or fur-
ther divisional application may be required, as such a 
divisional application may need to be fi led either no 
later than October 1, 2010, or within two years of the 
date of the fi rst offi  cial action, or fi rst lack of unity 
objection, whichever is the later.

Response to Written Opinions
Th e EPO may carry out a search either for a 
European application, or for a Euro-PCT application 
where a supplementary search is required (i.e., 
a PCT application not searched by the EPO in 
the international phase), and issue a search report 
including a written opinion. Th ere is currently no 
requirement to respond to the written opinion until 
substantive examination has commenced.

Beginning April 10, 2010, the applicant will have to 
respond to the written opinion; otherwise, the application 
will be deemed withdrawn. Th is will apply in respect of 
any application for which the search report is issued after 
April 1, 2010. 

TIP: For any European applications for which no 
search has been received prior to April 1, 2010, 
applicants should be prepared to respond quickly to 
any objections raised in the written opinion.

Opportunity to Amend
Beginning April 10, 2010, an applicant will only have 
the right to make amendments when responding to the 
written opinion. Th is replaces the current procedure 
in which an applicant can amend an application 
once after issuance of the search report and prior to 
substantive examination. Any further amendments, 
e.g., during substantive examination, will require 
consent of the Examining Division. 

Conclusion
Th e EPO has made important changes to European 

practice, and further changes are on the horizon. A driver for 
these was, and is, the EPO’s desire to help applicants help the 
EPO to reduce its backlog of pending applications. Common 
themes in many of the changes are, therefore, the EPO’s de-
sire to give incentive to applicants (more by stick than carrot) 
to fi le applications of a particular size and shape, and also 
make decisions regarding scope more quickly. 

Th e EPO favours the problem/solution approach to 
inventive step analysis, and only time will tell if these “solu-
tions” address the EPO’s backlog “problem.” In the mean-
time, one needs to be awake to, and aware of, the need to 
adopt new practices before the EPO to ensure best represen-
tation for clients. "

Dr. David Moreland  is a partner with the European law fi rm 
Marks & Clerk LLP in Glasgow, Scotland. Dr. Moreland is a 
UK and European patent attorney as well as a patent attorney 
litigator. Dr. Moreland practices in the particular fi eld of 
integrated optics and in the general patent fi elds of electronic, 
electrical and mechanical inventions, with a particular emphasis 
on off shore oil related technologies. He may be reached by e-mail 
at dmoreland@marks-clerk.com.
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July 23-25, 2009
35th Annual Intellectual Property Law Summer Institute

Grand Traverse Resort, Traverse City

July 25, 2009
Annual Meeting, 8:00 a.m.

Grand Traverse Resort, Traverse City

October 5-6, 2009
Fall Seminar: Intellectual Property Practice Management for Lawyers and Paralegals

October 5, 2009 at GVSU Eberhard Center, Grand Rapids,
October 6, 2009 at MSU Management Education Center, Troy

March 22, 2010
Spring Seminar

Kellogg Center, Lansing

Th e IPLS council meets monthly on the second Th ursday of the month. 
Contact one of the council members for further details.

Section Calendar


